Introduction
The relation of human society and Nature has been analyzed from various view-points in the last more than two decades since the first global agreement related to climate change. It is clear now that by exchanging energy and mass with the environment human society is producing sizeable effects in this last one. Beside energy and mass (call it material resources and waste) there is though an effect given by the exchange of entropy resulting from the increase of anthropic system organization hence the decrease, locally, of its entropy. Product lifecycle evaluations of the entropy source have been attempted as well as the determination of the value of the entropy production of an economy in correlation with energy or exergy [1] . All these attempts recognize the fact that by a better economic and technological organization there is a decrease of entropy that can be evaluated. At the scale of the whole economy of a given country there is a way to measure the impact, in terms of temperature variation, on the environment of increasing socio-economic organization. This is given by the evolution of energy intensity in each economy [2] .
Energy intensity dynamics show a first period of increase followed by one of decrease. The change is given by the implementation of new technologies and by a more efficient economic system that uses energy to create GDP. Thus in the increasing portion of the energy intensity the economy uses energy not only to ensure its survival, measured by the GDP, but to change its organization into a more efficient one. Once this is done the energy used produces more GDP than before [3] . Based on this *Corresponding author: Ionut PURICA, FCCEA amd Romana Academia, Romania. E-mail: puricai@yahoo.com reasoning the increasing part of energy intensity evolution is proportional to the energy consumed from environment while the following decreasing part is proportional to the level of new more efficient organization i.e. to the lower entropy that this achieves.
Irreversible Thermodynamics Approach
Considering the two systems: economy and environment interconnected one may write the irreversible Thermodynamics equation to describe the interconnection [4, 5] . The terms in describing the exchange of material resources are neglected for now.
dU/dt+dST/dt=0 where: dU -energy exchange ; dS -entropy variation ; T -temperature ; t -time this transforms to: T=(dU/t)/(-dS/t) Now the increasing part of the energy intensity curve has a positive trend and is proportional to dU/dt and the decreasing part has a negative trend and is proportional to -dS/dt (resulting in a positive dS/dt value). From the Temperature formula above there results a positive temperature value i.e. an increase of temperature of the environment given by the economy evolution toward more efficient production of GDP.
This effect of temperature increase of the environment due to a more efficient organization of the economy has to be compensated in order not to accumulate and lead to the elimination of the local (subsystem) of low entropy.
The compensation may come from the term that we have willingly neglected above i.e. the exchange of material resources between economy and environment. This adds one more term to the above equation:
where: k i -a constant of each resource i measured in energy per unit of resource; it describes the technologies available for using the said resource; m i -the quantity of resource i exchanged Analyzing this term leads to considering the resources versus the waste treatment in the economic dynamic. The analysis is focused not on absolute values but on variations.
Circular Economy
For example, to diminish the temperature increase one needs to reduce the new denominator (dU/dt+Sk i dm i / dt). This is done by e.g. reducing the transfer of primary resources by increasing product use time i.e. -dm/dt. In economic terms this would mean e.g. to make more durable products with more possibilities to increase their use time by a better maintenance capability in their design and by a better type of service in operation. Also, the recycling of waste may contribute to diminishing the rate of transfer of primary resources from the environment. Making steel from scrap metal rather than from ore has an impact both on less primary resource transfer and on the smaller overall consumption of energy for metallurgical production.
From the above it results that there is a natural inter-connection of the environment and the organization of the economy (in the sense of reducing entropy and also in increasing its capability to produce more GDP -as a measure of development), in regard to the temperature increase of the environment and transfer of primary resources to the economy system. Moreover, new approaches based on non-equilibrium economics [6] and on nonlinear decision models [7] are bringing better instruments to describe the process.
Estimating Temperature Increase
To have an evaluation of the order of magnitude of the temperature increase in the case of no resource transfer, the data from the evolution of energy productivity curves for selected economies are used as presented in Appendix 1. The energy productivity is the reverse of energy intensity so the trend is first downward and then upward. Thinking in financial terms this looks like an investment of energy into a more efficient economy organization that is paid back in energy once the new organizational structure is in place. Thus, in this case, the trend (slope) proportional to energy use is negative and the one proportional to entropy decrease is positive, resulting in the same positive increase of the temperature.
The estimated value of the temperature increase is actually occurring over a period of time that represents, in the 'energy investment for more efficient organization' interpretation, a pay back time for the energy spent to create a better organization. So for the countries selected the estimated payback times are: UK -160 years; USA170y; Germany -140y; Japan -80y. ISSN Related to economic organization and temperature increase one may look at the two figures below where the fact that temperature increase periods are actually happening during the periods of decreasing energy intensity of the large economies. Moreover, during the period of the Second World War and its aftermath of economic reconstruction, the temperature increase stagnated, to start again after the middle of the seventies (with the advent of new more efficient economic activity). A new wave of economies is coming along that may bring more impact on temperature increase if they do not learn from previous experience and if no common action is agreed by everybody.
The occurrence in recent years of climate change generated conflicts and the increasing risks of large confrontations that would disorganize economic activity are, obviously, not a solution to generate more 'anthropic' entropy that would reduce the increase in temperature.
The same picture, with Kanji symbols, was used to underline energy intensity and the late-developer's advantage, for the State Council Development Resource Centre, China. Vertical axis is energy intensity [energy expended per unit of GDP].
Conclusions
The fact that human economies are organizing themselves into more efficient structures that create more GDP per unit of used energy has an effect of diminishing the local system entropy. This generates an increase of the environmental temperature, measurable if an irreversible Thermodynamic model is used to describe the process.
The increase in temperature is evaluated based on the energy productivity data series for selected economies resulting in temperature increases of the same order of magnitude with the measured ones for the last 160 years.
The evolution of the temperature increase shows some dependency on the periods of increased or decreased organization of the economies that should be more extensively analyzed. Also, it is suggested to prepare for the effects of extended conflicts expected to occur from climate change.
One important conclusion is the fact that to compensate for the temperature increase associated to the entropy decrease due to new organization of economies it is important to consider the transfer of resources and management of waste, in such a manner as to diminish the temperature increase effect. Some suggestions are provided on the matter, especially regarding the concept of 'circular economics'. 
